Launching of the 2nd Gen. FlexyMike Dual Ear Cardioid® (DEC) in LegalTech 2017

The only adjustable headband microphone with two (2) positioning styles!
https://www.tablemike.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Launching-of-the-FlexyMike-Dual-Ear-Cardioid-DEC-in-LegalTech-2017.pdf

New York, 1st of February 2017
SpeechWare and its exclusive distributor for the US, SRmicrophones jointly announce the
availability, within 45 days, of the new second-generation FlexyMike Dual Ear Cardioid®
(DEC) - FMKDEC. Please check:





https://www.tablemike.com/flexymikes/dual-ear-cardioid-dec/
http://www.srmicrophones.com/item.asp?i=361511 (still 1st Gen.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Ad5DUK8nkdk (testing the 1st
Gen. in Niagara Falls!)
https://www.tablemike.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Comparison-of-newFlexyMike-DEC-with-the-new-Sennheiser-ME3-II.pdf (an independent report by a
speech recognition expert)

Following on the success of the award-winning FlexyMike Dual Ear Cardioid (DEC) series,
chosen as the “Finest headset” in its category by the American leading computer magazine
MacWorld and others (http://www.macworld.com/article/2601908/flexymike-dual-ear-cardioidreview-one-of-the-finest-mics-available-for-dictation-on-your-mac.html), the second-generation
FlexyMike DEC features the SAME highly sensitive unidirectional microphone capsule but at
the same time:
- an industry first adjustable headband
- a vertical cable connector in one side (instead that in the middle of the headband as the
former model) for improved wearer comfort and perfect stability in a “desktop like”
position (check the 2nd picture on the right).

Besides, this unique headset offers two (2) positioning styles:
- the standard, around the head, but now with an industry first adjustable headband to be
used with (or without) any USB audio adapter, as for instance the optional SpeechWare
USB MultiAdapter under Blue LED for normal range dictation

-

a special “desktop like” position, when setting the SpeechWare USB MultiAdapter with
the Green LED for long-range dictation providing an outstanding practical range of up
to 1.5 m with the latest version of Dragon NaturallySpeaking 15 (check the 2nd picture
above)!.

The FlexyMike DEC comes bundled with:
- a special adapter for connection of the headset to iPhone/iPad/Android (CTIA recent
models) smartphones and tablets
- a cable tie clip for user convenience
- a handy cable winder
- a spare windscreen
- a case for easy storage and transportation.
Advantages of the FlexyMike DEC
 Adjustable headband to fit any user head and improved stability in a “desktop like” position
 Highly sensitive unidirectional cardiod microphone capsule
 Outstanding voice pick up, which is essential for speech recognition accuracy
 Two working modes: (1) the standard, around the head, but the adjustable headband and (2)
a special “desktop” like, when setting the optional SpeechWare USB MultiAdapter with the
Green LED for long-range dictation.

Further commercial information about the FlexyMike DEC - FMKDEC
UPC-A Code: 718179630323
EAN 13 Code: 0718179630323
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